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Aging, multimorbidity and geriatric conditions 
Worldwide, the proportion of older people in the population is growing steadily. In the 
Netherlands, the number of people aged 65 and over will increase from 2.5 million in 
2010, to 4.6 million in 2040, and similar increases are observed in most countries 
worldwide 1. As people age, their health care needs are likely to change and increase, 
resulting from the accumulation of chronic illnesses and age-related disability 2. This has a 
relatively strong effect on health care costs 3-5.  In the Netherlands, health care costs have 
risen from 9.5% (2000) to nearly 14% (2014) of the Gross National Product (GNP). If this 
trend continues, health care costs would increase to approximately 19% of the GNP in 
2030 3. 
Multimorbidity, defined as the presence of two or more morbidities in one patient, is 
prevalent in 79% of people of 75 years and older 6-8. Lower socioeconomic status (SES) and 
lower educational level are associated with a higher prevalence and earlier occurrence of 
multimorbidity 7,8. Higher age and multimorbidity are associated with the presence of 
geriatric conditions, which are ‘a collection of symptoms and signs common in older adults 
not necessarily related to a specific disease’, for example decreased ability to perform 
activities of daily living (functional impairment), cognitive impairment, delirium and falls 9-

11. Multimorbidity and geriatric conditions are associated with negative consequences, like 
higher mortality, functional decline and decreased quality of life 6-8. 
 
The comprehensive geriatric assessment 
Due to the heterogeneity of the individual older patient, both in genetic predisposition, life 
style and in multimorbidity and geriatric conditions, health professionals are challenged to 
determine which diagnostic procedures and treatments are most suitable 12,13. According 
to Ellis et al. and the Dutch CGA Guideline, patients with a combination of higher age, 
somatic disease, geriatric syndromes, functional decline and social problems may benefit 
from a comprehensive geriatric assessment (CGA), because they are at risk of (further) 
functional impairment 14,15. The CGA is a multidisciplinary, systematic diagnostic process to 
map the overall health status of older people, across somatic, psychological, functional and 
social domains, in order to develop a coordinated and integrated plan for treatment and 
follow up 14. From the first introduction in the 1970s 16, many studies have supported its 
value in different settings 14,17,18. It has been shown that the CGA and the associated 
treatment are effective in preventing functional impairment 19. Besides, the CGA is useful 
in terms of patient-centred care, as it gives a comprehensive review of the patient’s status, 
after which patient, caregiver and health professional may discuss the patient’s priorities 
and how these goals could be met best 20,21. This patient-centred approach has several 
advantages. First, it focuses the discussion on outcomes that matter most to patients. 
Second, this approach enhances shared-decision making because the patient is the key 
person to define the most important goals 21. Regarding preferred outcomes in this 
(probably) last period of life, older patients consider maintaining independence, quality of 
life and other non-disease specific outcomes very important 20,22. 
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Complex patient populations 
For a patient with multimorbidity and geriatric conditions, daily life can be complex. 
Complexity arises in case of an imbalance between the patient’s capacities and the 
patient’s workload of demands. This workload exists of everyday life demands plus 
responsibilities of patient-hood, for family, and other priorities. The patient’s capacities 
exist of abilities, resources, and readiness to address demands, including physical and 
mental functioning, socioeconomic resources, social support, literacy, and spirituality 23. 
From a medical point of view, patients with multimorbidity and geriatric conditions are 
complex for different reasons. They pose many diagnostic and therapeutic choices, which 
take a lot of time, while time per patient is limited.  Evidence-based clinical practice 
guidelines generally focus on a single disease, so guidelines may be of little help 12. Also, 
the health professional might miss conditions that interact with an acute or primary 
disease for which the complex patient is being treated, or which interfere with optimal 
outcome, or hospital discharge 23,24. Furthermore, patients with multimorbidity are more 
likely to receive health care from several professionals, which increases the chances for 
miscommunication and fragmented care that again may result in negative consequences 6-

8. For this reason, a systematic approach is needed to diagnose, order and tackle all 
problems. In this thesis, we focus on three populations of complex older patients: chronic 
dialysis patients, acutely hospitalized patients, and non-western immigrants. 
 
Patients on chronic dialysis therapy 
Patients aged 75 years and older represent the fastest growing segment of the population 
starting dialysis 25-27. These patients are complex because they are characterized by 
multimorbidity and geriatric conditions 26, functional decline is frequently observed 25,28-30, 
and they are prone to develop cognitive impairment 25,31. The geriatric conditions that 
older dialysis patients are prone to, affect health and quality of life and thus aggravate the 
patients’ last period of life 29,32,33. There is an increasing number of studies about the older 
dialysis patients and increasing awareness of their vulnerability 31,32,34,35,  but the use of a 
CGA to systematically address all relevant geriatric domains that require additional 
attention is still uncommon in daily practice. In this thesis, we performed a systematic CGA 
in older dialysis patients to assess physical and psychosocial function and tested its 
feasibility in daily practice. 
 
Acutely hospitalized patients 
Approximately ten percent of people aged 65 and older are admitted to the hospital 
annually and mortality is high in case of an acute admission (20-30%) 36. These acutely 
hospitalized patients are complex because multimorbidity and geriatric conditions are 
highly prevalent, and 30% of the patients who are still alive one year later, have to adapt to 
permanent functional impairment 36,37. This functional impairment may have been pre-
existing, or may have been caused by the acute illness itself, or by the hospitalization and 
associated enforced bed rest and other circumstances 38,39. 
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Older non-western immigrants 
Older non-western immigrants are a complex patient population because 60% of first-
generation immigrants lack proficiency in Dutch language, and they have a lower 
educational level and lower SES than older native Dutch 40-42. Additionally, older 
immigrants experience poorer general health and report higher frequencies of chronic 
diseases like vascular diseases at a younger age 43-50. Dementia can be considered as 
vascular end stage organ failure, and might become highly prevalent in this patient group 
due to the aforementioned factors 51,52. In the Netherlands, the largest non-western 
immigrant groups came from Turkey, Morocco and Suriname, who represent 65% of all 
non-western immigrants. In 2014, they formed 4.7% of the Dutch population of 55 years 
and older, which will be 8.5% in 2030 53. In general, in older non-western immigrants, 
administering a CGA is difficult because of the language barrier and cultural differences 
between the patient and the health professional. In this thesis, we focused at the CGA’s 
assessment scales, which should be translated and cross-culturally validated. Cross-cultural 
validation means that items must be adapted culturally to maintain the content validity at 
a conceptual level across different cultures 54. In screening for cognitive impairment, the 
low level of education or illiteracy forms an extra barrier to the language barrier and 
cultural differences, due to which known cognitive screening instruments are of little use. 
 
Aim of this thesis 
The overall aim of this thesis is to improve patient-centred care for complex older patients, 
with help of a comprehensive geriatric assessment (CGA). We dealt with our aim threefold. 
First, by applying the CGA in three groups of complex patients populations: dialysis 
patients, acutely hospitalized patients and non-western immigrants in the Netherlands. 
Secondly, we adapted the CGA for its use in these patients populations by including useful, 
but often overlooked assessment scales. Thirdly, we showed the CGA’s effects on diagnosis 
and on outcome. 
 
Outline of the thesis 
In Chapter 2, we applied and described the CGA in dialysis patients. In Chapter 3 to 6 we 
focused on the CGA in acutely hospitalized patients. In Chapter 7 to 11, we studied the 
thesis’ aims in the non-western immigrants. 
Chapter 2 describes the use of the CGA in older patients on chronic dialysis. This was a 
cross-sectional study which compared the outcome of the CGA in older dialysis patients 
with the CGA outcomes in a cohort of cancer patients. Additionally, feasibility of 
implementation of the CGA in daily dialysis practice was assessed. 
Chapters 3 and 4 address health related quality of life (HRQOL) as assessed with the 
EuroQuol-5D in acutely admitted older patients 55,56. In this thesis, we added HRQOL 
assessment to the CGA to assess both which geriatric conditions at admission were 
associated with better or worse HRQOL after discharge, and whether associations existed 
between HRQOL at admission and outcomes such as functional impairment, 
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institutionalization and mortality. In this case, HRQOL assessment could help in making 
patient-centred decisions. Chapter 3 describes which specific conditions from the CGA at 
admission were associated with HRQOL three months and one year later. Chapter 4 
examines the association of HRQOL at admission with patient-related outcomes like 
functional decline, institutionalization and mortality three and twelve months later. 
Chapter 5 and 6 describe the Transitional Care Bridge (TCB). In this randomized controlled 
trial in three hospitals and affiliated home care organizations in the Netherlands, the CGA 
was combined with transitional care.  Transitional care is a time-limited intervention that 
aims to ensure safe transitions between care settings 57-59. The research population 
consisted of acutely admitted older patients at high risk for functional decline at hospital 
admission. Chapter 5, describes the TCB trial protocol. Chapter 6 presents the primary 
outcomes of the TCB, which were functional decline and mortality. 
 
Chapter 7 presents a review of translated health assessment scales for non-western 
immigrant populations.  We focussed on cross-culturally validated scales, which assessed 
the psychological, functional and social domains of the CGA, and determined their 
psychometric properties. Chapter 8 describes the standardisation and validation of the 
cross-cultural dementia screening (CCD). The CCD can by-pass the common problems in 
dementia screening in older non-western immigrants such as the language barrier, cultural 
differences between the patient and the professional, and low education or illiteracy. 
Chapter 9 presents the study protocol of the SYMBOL study (SYstematic Memory testing 
Beholding Other Languages). Aims of SYMBOL were (1) to assess the prevalence of mild 
cognitive impairment (MCI) and dementia in the largest non-western immigrant groups in 
the Netherlands, (2) to assess the prevalence of other relevant health problems and 
(geriatric) conditions in this group, and (3) to assess specific care needs and use of care by 
older immigrants with diagnosed MCI and dementia. This thesis presents the first results of 
the SYMBOL study. Chapter 10 describes the prevalence of MCI and dementia among 
Turkish, Moroccan and Surinamese immigrants in the Netherlands. Chapter 11 analyses 
the association of cardiovascular diseases with MCI or dementia among the participants in 
SYMBOL. 
The thesis concludes with a discussion of the results from the preceding chapters, 
describing the societal impact of the studies and recommendation for future research and 
education (Chapter 12). 
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